2nd International Trade Dynamics Workshop

Program

June 11, 12, and 19 - 2020

Virtual Conference (all times are EST) – register or check program online

Thursday June 11

12:45 p.m. — 1:00 p.m. Opening Remarks
1:00 p.m. — 1:50 p.m. “Offshoring and Inflation” by Diego Comin (Dartmouth) and Robert Johnson (Notre Dame)
Discussant: Nan Li (IMF)
1:50 p.m. — 2:00 p.m. Coffee Break
2:00 p.m. — 3:00 p.m. Keynote: Jim Tybout (Penn State University) “Training, Offshoring and the Job Ladder” (joint with N. Guner and A. Ruggieri), joint with Virtual International Trade and Macro (VITM) Seminar
3:00 p.m. — 3:30 p.m. Usual VITM discussion and coffee break
3:30 p.m. — 4:20 p.m. “Demand Learning, Customer Capital, and Exporter Dynamics” Nicholas Kozeniauskas (Bank of Portugal and Católica-Lisbon) and Spencer Lyon
Discussant: Daniel Xu (Duke)

Friday June 12

1:00 p.m. — 1:50 p.m. “The Geography of Unemployment” by Adrien Bilal (Princeton University)
Discussant: Lorenzo Caliendo (Yale SOM)
1:50 p.m. — 2:00 p.m. Coffee break
2:00 p.m. — 2:50 p.m. “On the Distributional Effects of International Tariffs” by Sewon Hur (FRB Cleveland) and Daniel Carroll (FRB Cleveland)
Discussant: Ricardo Reyes-Heroles (Federal Reserve Board)
2:50 p.m. — 3:00 p.m. Coffee break
3:00 p.m. — 3:50 p.m. “Your (Country’s) Reputation Precedes You” by Yingyan Zhao (GWU)
Discussant: Doireann Fitzgerald (FRB Minneapolis)
Friday June 19

1:00 p.m. — 1:50 p.m.  “Trade, Jobs, and Worker Welfare” by Erhan Artuc (World Bank), Paulo Bastos (Lisbon School of Economics and Management) and Eunhee Lee (University of Maryland)
   Discussant: Max Dvorkin (FRB St Louis)

1:50 p.m. — 2:00 p.m.  Coffee break

2:00 p.m. — 3:00 p.m.  Keynote: Sam Kortum (Yale University) “Optimal Unilateral Carbon Policy” (joint with D. Weisbach and M. Wang)

3:00 p.m. — 3:10 p.m.  Coffee break

3:10 p.m. — 4:00 p.m.  “Firm Input Choice Under Trade Policy Uncertainty” by Kyle Handley (Michigan Ross), Nuno Limao (University of Maryland), Rod Ludema (Georgetown) and Zhi Yu (Renmin University of China)
   Discussant: Shafaat Y. Khan (The World Bank)

Workshop Organizers:  George Alessandria (Rochester)
   Aaron Flaaen (Federal Reserve Board)
   Ricardo Reyes-Heroles (Federal Reserve Board)
   Kim Ruhl (Wisconsin)
   Tim Schmidt-Eisenlohr (Federal Reserve Board)